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TAG Setup Tasks 
 
1- Develop your prospect profile - Who do you want to target? Get specific. 
 
2- Create your authority leadership statement - Hit on your Niche, USP and Big Promise. 
 
3- Profile optimization - Update your Photo, Headline, Summary, and Experience. Use your 
ALS to drive your copy. 
 
4- Group creation - Create your group focus and name and remember it should center 
around your prospect's interests. Then create your group logo, about the group copy and new 
member welcome message. 
 
5- Content gathering and daily posting - Use Feedly or another RSS reader to gather a batch 
of content (20 posts or so). Begin posting this content into your group 4-5 times per week and 
repurpose the same content for daily status updates. (this is an ongoing, monthly task) 
 
6- Database build - Invite 1000 or so new prospects to connect with you. Make sure to track 
the searches you’re using on a spreadsheet but no need to granularity track the individuals 
you’ve invited. (this is an ongoing quarterly or semi-annual task) 
 
7- Get a data archive of your connections - To get a Data Archive, Login to LinkedIn < click 
on Me < Settings & Privacy < Privacy < Download Your Data < and then just choose 
Connections from the list < then wait 5-10 minutes, refresh the page, and scroll back down to 
where you requested your Data Archive.  
 
8- Set up your campaign tracking sheet - Copy/paste your connections to a spreadsheet so 
you can track their progress through your messaging campaigns. Identify 50 or so prospects 
for your first messaging campaign. 
 
9- Draft your messaging scripts - We recommend a 5-touchpoint campaign, with the last two 
messages being call-to-action messages. This is where the vast majority of your leads will 
come from and the other items you’ve completed will improve the overall results of the 
campaign. 
 
10- Begin LinkedIn messaging campaign - Run prospects through your 5-touchpoint 
messaging campaign in batches of about 50 people for each campaign, the frequency between 
messages for each group should be about 2 weeks and you're going to want to stagger them in 
batches. (this is an ongoing, bi-weekly task) 
 
11- Begin long-term email drip campaign - Prospects who has been ran through your 5 
touch-messaging campaign on LinkedIn who do not either 1- opt-out (aka ask that you stop 



 

messaging them) OR 2- convert as a lead (agree to a phone call), move these people over to a 
longer-term email sequence VIA Connect 365. The goal here is to stay in front of them for the 
long haul and continue to add value until they’ve been warmed up more or until their needs 
change. (ongoing monthly task) 
 
 
Rocket Launch Students - 

● Foundational Items - Account Manager to complete (tasks 1 to 8 above)  
● Messaging Campaign Items - Student to complete (tasks 9 to 11 above) 

 
 

 
 
 

TAG Ongoing/Repeatable Tasks 
 
 
Daily 
- Post 1 piece of content into group and newsfeed 
- Check-in on group (approve new members, delete any spam) 
- Check inbox (respond to any thoughtful replies) 
 
Bi-Weekly 
- Prep for messaging campaign (identify 50 prospects for new campaign, grab profile link and 
email address, send group invites, check/update scripts) 
- Send out messaging campaign 
- Update tracking sheet with activity (mark campaign status, mark leads, remove opt-outs) 
 
Monthly 
- Gather 20 articles for posting  
- Send 100 connection requests (or 300 per quarter) 
- Send out monthly drip email 
 
 
Rocket Launch Students - 

● Complete all tasks above 


